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Science Practices

Look at the magnetic-force investigation (Investigation 1, Part 2)
and the Science Practices sheets in your notebook.
How did you conduct the investigation?
a.

IG pg. 145, Step 1
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Standard vs. Variable

You will investigate a new system—a twirly bird.
Everyone will start with a standard twirly bird. You will
compare the standard to other systems when you change
different variables.
A variable is anything we can change in the system that
might affect the outcome (how the twirly bird flies).
What are some variables we could change in the
twirly bird system?

IG pg. 145, Step 2
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Twirly Bird Construction

Making a standard twirly bird:
a. Cut the two twirly birds apart on the solid line (save the
second one for later).
b. Make the three cuts on the solid lines.
c. Fold one side flap over the words "twirly bird."
d. Fold the other flap over the first flap.
e. Slide a paper clip on the bottom of the folded section.
f. Fold the wings—one backward and one forward—and
fly.

a.
b.

c.–d.

e.

f.

IG pg. 146–147, Steps 3–5
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Twirly Bird Variables

What happens if we change a variable on the twirly bird?
Build another twirly bird based on the variable you are assigned.
Compare its flight to your standard twirly bird.
Make sure you release both twirly birds from the same height at
the same time.
Record in your notebook:
the variable you are changing;
the question you are investigating;
your prediction of how the
modification will affect the twirly bird;
the outcome of your investigation.

Cut off about 2 Or add a second
paper clip
centimeters (cm)

IG pg. 149–150, Steps 6–9
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Results and Continued Investigations

Some of you found that twirly birds with shorter wings
touch the ground before the standard.
Others found that twirly birds with two paper clips also
touch the ground first.
Why didn't we just test both things at the same time—a
twirly bird with shorter wings and an extra paper clip?
Why was it important that we changed only one
variable?

IG pg. 148–149, Steps 10–14
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Forces at Work

What forces cause the twirly bird's motion?

What other evidence do we have that air can
push with a force?

IG pg. 149, Step 15
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Vocabulary Review

IG pg. 150, Step 16
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Clean Up!
Throw away any scraps of
paper.
Return any paper clips, scissors,
and tape dispensers.

IG pg. 150, Step 17
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Twirly Birds Outdoors

Which twirly bird do you think will fly well outdoors?
Will the outdoors affect how they fly?
You can bring two different twirly birds with you to
test outdoors.

IG pg. 150, Steps 18–22
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Wrap-Up/Warm-Up
Pair up with a partner to
share your answer to the focus question for
your twirly bird investigation;
identify the variable you changed and how it
affected the way the twirly bird moved.

IG pg. 151, Step 23
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Science Practices

Look at the magnetic-force investigation (Investigation 1, Part 2)
and the Science Practices sheets in your notebook.
Motion and Matter, IG pg 145, Step 1

x

How did you conduct the investigation?
Tell students they will be doing their own
a.

investigations, but they should first review the
practices and conventions that scientists use when
they conduct an investigation.
Have students turn to the magnetic-force
investigation (Investigation 1, Part 2) and the
Science Practices sheets (notebook sheets 4 and 5)
in their notebooks.
Review how they conducted the investigation. List
their responses on the slide. Start with the letter "a"
and add additional letters as students contribute.
They should follow the description in Step 1.
Click the Notebook Button to open notebook
sheets 4 and 5.
IWB

You can use the Pen Tool to record students’
responses.
IWB

IG pg. 145, Step 1
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Standard vs. Variable
Motion and Matter, IG pg 145, Step 2

x

Describe the investigation to students as described in Step 2.

You will investigate a new system—a twirly bird.

Ask students what variables could be changed in the
twirly bird system. Record their responses. Start with
first bullet and
add as
students
athestandard
twirly
bird.
Youcontribute.
will

Everyone will start with
may refer
back towhen
this list you
in Step
12.
compare the standard toYou
other
systems
change
different variables.
IWB You can use the Pen Tool to record students’ responses.
New Word

Introduce twirly bird.

A variable is anything wetwirly
canbird:
change
inwinged
the system
that
a simple
system that
spins when it
interacts
with
air
might affect the outcome (how the twirly bird flies).
New Word

Introduce standard.

a model
established
to compare the effect of
What are some variablesstandard:
we could
change
in the
changing a variable in an experiment
twirly bird system?
New Word

Introduce variable.

variable: anything you can change in an experiment that
might affect the outcome
New Word

Introduce outcome.

outcome: result
Add all new words to the word wall.

IG pg. 145, Step 2
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Twirly Bird Construction

Making a standard twirly bird:
a. Cut the two twirly birds apart on the solid line (save the
second one for later).
Motion and Matter, IG pg 146–147, Steps 3–5
b. Make the three cuts on the solid
lines.
Demonstrate
to construct a
c. Fold one side flap over the words "twirlyhow
bird."
standard twirly bird.
d. Fold the other flap over the first flap.
Have students get the materials (Twirly
e. Slide a paper clip on the bottom
of thefrom
folded
section.
Bird sheets
teacher
master 10,
paper
clips,
and
scissors)
and contruct a
f. Fold the wings—one backward and one forward—and
standard twirly bird and give them time to
fly.
fly them.

a.

x

After students have had a chance to fly
their twirly birds, distribute notebook
sheet 8, Twirly Bird Investigations, and
have them glue or tape it into their
notebooks. Have students describe or
draw a picture of the standard twirly bird.
IWB Click the Notebook Button to open
b. notebook sheet 8.
c.–d.
f.
e.

IG pg. 146–147, Steps 3–5
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Twirly Bird Variables

What happens if we change a variable on the twirly bird?
and Matter, IG
pg 149–150,
Steps 6–9
Build another twirly bird based onMotion
the variable
you
are assigned.
Assign
halfbird.
the class to investigate the
Compare its flight to your standard
twirly
variable of shorter wings (about 2 cm
Make sure you release both twirlyshorter)
birds and
from
the same height at
the other half the variable of
the same time.
adding a second paper clip to the system.

x

Work through the example in Step 7 for

Record in your notebook:
notebook entries.
the variable you are changing;Have students construct another twirly bird
the question you are investigating;
based on their assignment. Students should
conduct at least three trials of drops
your prediction of how the
comparing
modification will affect the twirly
bird; their modified twirly bird to the
standard twirly bird. Remind students they
the outcome of your investigation.
need to drop the twirly birds from the same
height at the same time for an accurate test.
Have students share their results as
described in Step 9. See the Teaching Note
Cut off about 2 Or add a second
in the margin next to Step 9.
paper clip
centimeters (cm)

IG pg. 149–150, Steps 6–9
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Results and Continued Investigations
Motion and Matter, IG pg 148–149, Steps 10–14

Some of you found that twirly birds with shorter wings
Discuss with students the importance of only testing one
touch the ground before
the standard.
variable at a time.
Others found that twirly birds with two paper clips also
Ask the questions in Step 10.
touch the ground first.
IWB

x

You can use the Pen Tool to record students’ responses.

Discuss predictions compared to results as described in Step
Why didn't we just test
both things at the same time—a
11. Make sure students understand that a prediction is not
twirly bird with shorter
wings
anwrong,
extrait'spaper
clip? "Why did that
about
beingand
right or
about thinking,
happen?"
conduct their
ownone
investigations to test two
Why was it importantHave
thatstudents
we changed
only
additional
variables.
You
can
return
to the list that was
variable?

generated in Step 2 (slide 3) if students need some
suggestions. Remind students to change only one variable at
a time. They need to write the variable, question, and their
prediction before making the new twirly birds.
Assess science and engineering practices progress by using
the "What to Look For" in Step 13.
Have students form groups and share their results. They
should present their investigation questions, the
modifications they made, and the results of the modification.
Make sure students answer their focus questions for their
investigation.
IG pg. 148–149, Steps 10–14
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Forces at Work

What forces cause the twirly bird's motion?

What other evidence do we have that air can
push with a force?
x

Motion and Matter, IG pg 149, Step 15

Discuss the forces that cause the motion of the twirly bird.
Ask the first question in Step 15.
See the Teaching Note in the margin next to Step 15.
IWB

Click the arrow to reveal the second question in Step

15.
You can use the Pen Tool to record students’
responses.
IWB

IG pg. 149, Step 15
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Vocabulary Review

x

Motion and Matter, IG pg 150, Step 16

Review vocabulary.
You can use the Pen Tool to write class definitions
beside the words or use this slide as a vocabulary
resource/reminder.
IWB

Click each word to reveal its definition at the top of the
page.
IWB

These words should find a permanent place on a word
wall in your classroom so that they are always accessible
to students.

IG pg. 150, Step 16
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Clean Up!
Throw away any scraps of
paper.
Return any paper clips, scissors,
and tape dispensers.

x
Motion and Matter, IG pg 150, Step 17

Clean up.

IG pg. 150, Step 17
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Twirly Birds Outdoors

Which twirly bird do you think will fly well outdoors?

Motion and Matter, IG pg 150, Steps 18–22

x

Ask students the questions in Step 18 and listen to their
responses.

Will the outdoors affect how they fly?

You can use the Pen Tool to record students’
responses.
IWB

Explain to students that they will fly their twirly birds in
You can bring two different twirly
birds with you to
the schoolyard.
test outdoors.

Review outdoor safety procedures before going
outdoors. Use the Outdoor Safety poster to guide your
discussion. You may want to include any other items
students should be aware of.
Click the Notebook Button to open the Outdoor
Safety poster.
IWB

Take the class outdoors. Each student may take two
twirly birds with them to test.
Bring your Investigations Guide with you so you can
lead the discussion after students test their twirly birds.
See the questions in Step 21.

IG pg. 150, Steps 18–22
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Wrap-Up/Warm-Up
Pair up with a partner to
share your answer to the focus question for
your twirly bird investigation;
identify the variable you changed and how it
affected the way the twirly bird moved.
x

Motion and Matter, IG pg 151, Step 23

Wrap-Up/Warm-Up
Conclude this part or start the next part by having
students share their notebook entries with a partner.
See the Science-Centered Language Development
chapter in Teacher Resources for suggestions for how
students can share responses.
Provide prompts or sentence starters if necessary to
engage students in productive conversations. See the
end of Step 23 for suggestions.

IG pg. 151, Step 23
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